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1. Introduction. Let G be a compact Lie group and X a finite G-CW
complex. By WhG(X) we denote the equivariant Whitehead group of X as
defined in [5]. The group WhG(X) is defined in a geometric way and WhG(X)
is an abelian group. If /: X— > Y is a G-homotopy equivalence between finite
G-CW complexes then the (geometric) equivariant Whitehead torsion of /is an
element τ(f) e WhG(X) and / is a simple G-homotopy equivalence if and only if
τ(f)=0, see Theorem Π.3.6' in [5].

Let us here first state the two main results of this paper and then describe
some earlier work on the subject, and also give a quick outline of some other
results and constructions contained in this paper which are of independent
interest. The first main result has to do with the algebraic determination of
WhG(X).

Theorem A. There exists an isomorphism

Φ: WhG(X)-^ Σ ®Wh(π,(WH)l] .
C(X)

In the above formula the right hand side is a direct sum of ordinary
(algebraically) defined Whitehead groups of discrete groups π0(WH)* which will
be defined below. The direct sum is over the set C(X] of equivalence classes
of connected components X% of arbitrary fixed point sets XH, where H is any
closed subgroup of G. The components XH

Λ and X* of the fixed point sets
XH and Xκ

y respectively, are defined to be in relation, denoted

if there exists n^G such that nHn"1=K and n(X%)= X*. Given a component
XI of XH we define

(WH}Λ = {WZΞ WH\ wXH = XH} .

Here WH^NH/H, and NH denotes the normalizer of H in G. The group
(WH)* is a Lie group (not necessarily compact) which acts on the universal
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covering space J?£ of XH

Λ by an action which covers the action of (WH}Λ on XH

Λ.
There is a short exact sequence of topological groups

e -* Δ -> (WH)* -> (0Ή), -* *

where Δ denotes the group of deck transformations of J?J and we therefore have
Δ&Tr^XZ). By ^(WΉΓ)* we denote the group of components of (WH)%.

The isomorphism Φ is constructed in an explicit way. In particular this
allows us to determine the equivariant Whitehead torsion τ(f) of a G-homotopy

equivalence/: X-*Yonthe algebraic side, i.e., it allows us to determine the

element Φ(τ(/))e Σ ®Whfa(WH)*).
C(X)

Our methods also enable us to prove that equivariant Whitehead torsion is
a combinatorial invariant, i.e., we prove the following. (See Section 12.)

Theorem B. Let X* be an equivariant subdivίsoin of a finite G-CW com-
plex X. Then the identity map h: X*-+X is a simple G-homotopy equivalence.

This result is important for further developments of equivariant simple
homotopy theory, and one should also in this connection recall the well-known
fact that equivariant Whitehead torsion is not a topological invariant.

In the case when G is a finite abelian group (in fact discrete abelian group)
and each component X^ of any fixed point set XH is simply connected we deter-
mined WhG(X] algebraically in [5], Theorem III. 1.4. Although our algebraic

determination of WhG(X) in the present paper, when G is a compact Lie group
and X is an arbitrary finite G-CW complex, is a much more complicated task

than the special case treated in [5] it is interesting to notice that the proof of
Theorem III. 1.4 in [5] carries over quite well to the present general case. In

fact some parts of it carries over word by word.

The first algebraic description of WhG(X) in the general case when G is a
compact Lie group is due to H. Hauschild [3]. His method is completely

different from ours. Hauschild's approach gives WhG(X) as a direct sum, over
the same indexing set as in Theorem A, of Whitehead groups of fundamental

groups of appropriate Borel constructions. In order to be more specific we have
that Hauschild's result, Satz I V.I in [3], shows that WhG(X) is isomorphic to a
direct sum of groups of the form wk(πι(EKΛXKΛX^))y where we have denoted

K<*—(Wfί)<* and EKΛ is the total space of the universal principal
EKΛ-*BKΛ, and EKΛ X κ<& XH

Λ is the Borel construction applied to the

XH

Λ. It is easy to see that we have an isomorphism π± (EK% X κ* %%) ^ >

πl(EKΛxKΛX%), where K* = (WH)*y and since X% is simply connected we

also have π^EK^Xf* %%)=πι(BK*)^πQ(K%). Thus the groups occurring in

the direct sum in Hauschild's result are isomorphic to the groups occurring in
the direct sum in Theorem A. But conceptually Hauschild's approach and ours

are very different from each other. Our method has the advantage that it also
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provides the chain complexes from which the torsion invariants are to be com-

puted, and moreover it leads to a proof of the combinatorial invariance of

equivariant Whitehead torsion.

In the case when G is a finite group we also have the paper [1] by D.
Anderson, which gives a parallel treatment of equivariant Wall obstructions and

the equivariant Whitehead group WhG(X). Unfortunately Theorem A in [1],

describing WhG(X) as a direct sum of ordinary (algebraically defined) Whitehead

groups, is not quite correct. In [1] a connected component X% of a fixed point

set Xs is used to represent the whole G-component GX%, whereas X% should

only be used to represent the ΛΓ.H'-component (NH)X%y where NH denotes the

normalizer of H in G. This mistake causes problems with the well-definition

of the isomorphism Φ in Theorem A in [1], and also has the effect that the sum-

mation in the direct sum of ordinary Whitehead groups occurring in Theorem

A in [1] is done over the wrong indexing set. In the double direct sum occur-

ring in Theorem A in [1] the first sum is over the set of all conjugacy classes

(H) for which XH^0 and for a fixed H representing (H) the second direct sum

ought to be over the set of all JVΪf-components of XH, i.e., over a set consisting

of one representing connected component X% for each ΛTϊ-component (NH)XH

Λ

ofXff.

In Part I of this paper we present various constructions and results that
are used in Part II where the main results are proved. Much of the material
in Part I is of independent interest. The contents of Part I are as follows.

3. An acyclic chain complex.
4. Equivariant CW complex structure on XH.
5. Covering actions.
6. Lifting equivariant CW complex structure to universal coverings.
7. Induced actions on homotopy groups of equivariant spaces and

pairs.

In Part II we give the main work that leads to a proof of Theorem A. In

section 12 we make use of Theorem A in establishing the combinatorial inva-
riance of equivariant Whitehead torsion. The headings for the sections in Part

II are as follows.

8. The component structure of a G-CW complex.
9. Definition of torsion invariants.

10. Definition of the homomorphism Φ.

11. Φ is an isomorphism.

12. Combinatorial invariance of equivariant Whitehead torsion.

2. Preliminaries and notations

Recall from [5] that the elements of WhG(X) are equivalence classes s(V, X),
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where (F, X) is a finite G-CW pair such that i: X-*V is a G-homotopy equiva-
lence, and two such pairs (F, X) and (PF, X] are in relation if there exists an
equivariant formal deformation from V to W rel. X. We refer the reader to
[5] for further information about WhG(X) and equivariant simple homotopy
theory.

Our notations are (hopefully) the standard ones. For any closed subgroup
H of G and any G-space X we let XH denote the fixed point set of H and we
define

Furthermore we denote X(H)=GXH and X>w = GX>a. A G-isotropy type is
the same thing as a conjugacy class (H) of a closed subgroup H of G. We define
a partial order in the set of all G-isotropy types by

(H) > (K) *> there exists g e G such that £#£ -1 Z> X:

Furthermore we define (H)>(K) to mean (H)>(^) and (H)3=(K). We then
also have that X><*>= {x<=X \ (G?,) > (H)} .

PART!

3. An acyclic chain complex

In this section P denotes an arbitrary locally compact group. We shall
prove the following result.

Proposition 3.1. Let (X, A) be a P-equivariant relative CW complex such
that the inclusion i : A-+X is a P-homotopy equivalence. Then the chain complex

( 1 ) - - HM((X, A) +l, (X, A) 9 Z) - Hn((X, A); (X, A)-1; Z) ->

#„_>((*, A) ~\ (X, Aγ~z; Z) - -.

is acyclic.

Here Hm(Y, B; Z) denotes ordinary singular homology with integer coeffi-
cients of the pair (F, E). In the applications of Proposition 3.1 in this paper
P will be a Lie group and (X, A) will be a P-equivariant CW pair, where X
moreover is a finite P-equivariant CW complex.

To prove Proposition 3.1 we first show that the chain complex (1) is iso-
morphic to a similarly defined chain complex using equivariant singular homo-
logy (see [6]), with a specific coefficient system ky instead of ordinary singular
homology. This much will in fact hold without the assumption that i: A-*X
is a P-homotopy equivalence. By then invoking the assumption that i: A-^-X
is a P-homotopy equivalence it follows that this other chain complex is acyclic
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and hence also the chain complex (1). We now proceed to give the relevant

steps for the proof of Proposition 3.1.
We define a covariant coefficient system k, (see [6], Definition 1.2, we are

now taking the family £F to be the family of all closed subgroups of P), over
the ring Z, as follows : For any closed subgroup Q of P we set

and for any P-map a : P/Q-^P/R, where Q and R are closed subgroups of P,

we define

to be the induced map a* : H0(P/Q; Z)-*H0(PIR',Z). Here H0( Z) is the 0:th
ordinary singular homology group.

We shall now define a natural transformation of equivariant homology
theories (defined on the category of all P-pairs and P-maps)

(2) <?*:#*( ;Z)-+Hζ( ;*).

Here H*( Z) denotes ordinary singular homology. Observe that ordinary

singular homology also is an equivariant homology theory, but the equivariant
dimension axiom is not satisfied in general. Thus ordinary singular homology

gives us a generalized equivariant homology theory. The other functor H*( k)
is equivariant singular homology with coefficients in k, see [6].

We first define a natural transformation on the chain level. Recall from
[6] that the equivariant singular homology functor H*( K) is defined as the

homology of a chain complex Sp( \K)={CP( &), 3n} and that Sp( k) is a
quotient of the chain complex Sp( k)= {Cp( K), 9Λ}, see Section 3 in Chapter

I of [6], For any P-space X we define

( 3 ) φ' . Cn(X Z) -> όϋ(X', k) , n>0 ,

as follows. If S: An-*X is an ordinary singular w-simplex in X we set

φ'(S) = S®c0ςΞZ§®zk(G)dCΪ(X; k) .

Here S: ΔnxP->X is the equivariant singular z-simplex, of type {e} , in X
defined by S(z,p)=pS(z), for (*, ^>)eΔΛxP, and c0<=k(P)=H0(P; Z) represents
the identity component of P. Extending linearly we obtain the homomorphism

φr in (3). It follows directly from the definition of φ' that φf commutes with
the boundary operators and hence gives us a chain map

Composing with the natural projection p: SP(X k)-+Sp(X\ k) we obtain a
chain map
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φ:S(X;Z)^Sf(X tk).

If (X, A) is a P-pair we have the chain map φ: S(A; Z)-*SP(A; Z) and
hence also

(4) φ:S(X,A;Z)-*Sr(X,A tk).

Then the induced map in homology gives us

(5) φ*:Hu(X,A;Z)-*HS(X,A 9Z), for all n>0 .

If /: (X, A)-*(Y, B) is a P-map it follows directly from the definition that
the chain map φ in (4) commutes with the chain maps induced by/ and hence
also φ* commutes with the homomorphisms induced by/.

The following simple lemma is a key fact for us.

Lemma 3.2. Let Q be a closed subgroup of P. Then

φ*

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Recall that equivariant singular homology H%( k) satisfies the
equivariant dimension axiom, i.e., the P-space P/O has non-trivial equivariant

singular homology only in dimension zero, and in this dimension the homology
is isomorphic to k(P/Q). The explicit isomorphism

is given as follows, (see [6], Section 7 in Chapter I, p. 39-40). If T:
P/R^>P/Q is an equivariant singular 0-simplex in PjQ and a^k(P/R) then
T<S)aGOζ(P/Q , k) and by {T®a} we denote the corresponding class in

C<f(P/<2; k)=Hξ(P/Q; k). Then

Direct verification now shows that the composite

( 6 ) H0(PIQ Z)- î Hξ(PIQi *)-§» *(P/0 = H^PJQ; Z)

is the identity map. Thus φ* is an isomorphism. Π

Corollary 3.3. For all n>0 the map

φ*: Hn(D»xP/Q, S*-lxPIQ; Z) -> HΪ(D»xPIQy S^xP/Q; k)

is an isomorphism.
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Proof. For both ordinary singular homology and eqαivariant singular
homology we have natural isomorphisms

and

£7/Ή» \/P/O Q'«~1\/P/Λ> τ\ ^v TTfJ^I/^ 7\JΠLn\L/ AJΓ/^./, O X J L / ^ / , ^&J > ΓLQ^JΓl^f^ £Λ )

; k) -̂ > Hξ(PIQ;

If we use the same procedure in defining both of these isomorphisms we obtain
a strictly commutative diagram (not only commutative up to sign, which in fact
would be sufficient here)

Hβ(D"xP/Q, S^xPjQ; Z)- H0(P/Q Z)

Ψ*\ =}^*
Hp

n(D» x PjQ, S"-1 x P/Q; k) -2+ H^P/Q k) . D

Coorollary 3.4. Let (X, A) be a P-equivariant relative CW complex. Then

φ* Ha((X," A), (X, A)"-1; Z) -* H*(X, A}", (X, A)"'1; k)

is an isomorphism for all n>0.

Proof. We have

Hn((X, A)", (X, A)"-1; Z)^Σ®Hn(c1, fl; Z)

=Σ®Hn(D» x P/0, , S»~l x P/ρ, Z)

and

H*((X, A)", (X, A)"'1; k)^"Σ®HΪ(cl, cl; k)

k)

where in both cases the direct sum is over all equivariant //-cells of (X, A). The
isomorphisms above commute with φ* and hence Corollary 3.4 follows from
Corollary 3.3. Π

The isomorphisms φ% given by Corollary 3.4 form an isomorphism from
the chain complex (1) to the chain complex

r\

( 6 ) - -> Hί+1((X, A) +1, (X, A)" k) - > Hp

n ((X, A)', (X, AY'1; k) -*

H^((X, Aγ-\ (X, Aγ-2; k)-> .

The above chain complex (6) is the cellular chain complex with coefficients in
k of (Xy A) and the n: th homology group of this chain complex is isomorphic
to HΪ(X, A; k). See [4], Theorem 2.7.
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We can now complete the proof of Preposition 3.1 by observing that if the
P-equivariant relative CW pair (X, A) is such that i: A-^X is a G-homotopy
equivalence then H%(X, A] k)=0 for all τz>0, and thus the chain complex (6)
is acyclic and hence so is the chain complex (1). Π

4. Equivariant CW complex structure on XH

In this section G denotes an arbitrary compact Lie group. The purpose
of this section is to establish the following two results.

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a compact Lie group and X a G-equivariant CW
complex. Then XH is locally contractίble for every closed subgroup H of G.

Theorem 4.2. Let G be a compact Lie groti/p and H a closed subgroup of
G, and let (X, A) be a G-equivariant relative CW complex such that all equίvariant
cells in X-A have type (H). Then (XH, AH) is a WH-equivarίant relative CW
complex and the WH-action is free in XH—AH.

Although the results in Theorem 4.1 and 4.2, respectively are of quite
different nature their proofs have a lot in common. A main part of the proof

of Theorem 4.1 consists of showing that XH is a PFίf-equivariant CW complex.
Theorem 4.2 is just the relative version of a special case of the result that the
fixed point set Xs is a PF7/-equivariant CW complex.

The basic fact that we need is given by the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let G be a compoct Lie group and let H be a closed subgroup
of G. Assume that the G-space X is obtained from the G-space A by adjoining
one equίvarίant n-celL Then the NH-space XH is obtained from the NΉ-space AH

by adjoining a finite number of NH-equίvariant n-cells.

Proof. We have X— A U c, where c is a G-equivariant w-cell. Let

/: (Dn x G/K, S"-1 x G/K) -* (c, c) -+ (X, A)

be a characteristic G-map for c. Here c=cΓ\A and f(Dn x G/K)=c and /: | Dn X

G/K "°" > c, is a G-homeomorphism, where c—c—c. Restricting to the fixed

point set of H we obtain an ΛTTί-equivariant map

f*: (Dn x (G/K)H, S"-1 x (G/K)H) -+ (XH, AH).

We have (c)ff=φ, and hence also XH=AH, unless (K)>(H). Thus it is enough
to consider the case (K)>(H). Furthermore we may assume that we have
chosen the subgroup K so that HdK. The group NH acts on (G/K)H by
multiplication on the left. By Corollary II. 5.7. in [9] the orbit space of this

Λ/Ή-action on (G/K)H is finite. Thus the TVH-space (G/K)H consists of a finite
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number of disjoint Λftί-orbits NHal9 •••, NHaty i.e., we have

(GIKγ = NHa, U - U NHat

where ^^(G/K)11, l<i<t, as JVϊf-spaces. Let P, denote the isotropy sub-
group of NH at a{, i.e.,

Pi = (NH)aί,

Using the canonical j/VΉ-homeomorphism

α:

to identify NH/Pf with NHa}, we can write

(<W = ΛΓH/P! u - \JNHIP, .
Thus the map fs gives us an ΛΉ-map

/* : U (D» x NHjPi, S"-1 x NH/Pf) -* (XH, A") .
i = l

Denote /ιr(D χΛΓfl/P,)=iί, \<ί<t and let bi=bi^\AH. Then

f*\ : b*xNHIPi -> έ, = bi-ii

is an ΛΓH-homeomorphism. Furthermore we have

(^^έiU-Ui,.

Thus we have that

-YJΓ = ^Uft 1 U-Ui /

and that

f*\ : (DnxNHlPh Sn-lxNHIPi) -> (bh h) -> (JT^ AH)

is a characteristic NH-map for it , l<ί<ί. This completes the proof.

REMARK. Since the subgroup H acts trivially on the pair (XH, AH] we may
as well consider (XH

y ΛH) as a WH=NHIH-ρaiϊy and the conclusion of Lemma
4.3 is then that XH is obtained from AH by adjoining a finite number of WH-
equivariant w-cells.

Theorem 4.4. Let (X, A) be a G-equίvariant relative CW complex. Then
(XH, AH) is a WH-equivariant relative CW complex and the equίvaήant n-skeleton
(XH, AH)n of(XH, AH) is given by

(X*, A*)n = ((X, A)n)H .

Furthermore we have that if (X, A) has a finite number of G-equivariant cells in
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each dimension then (XH, AH) also has a finite number of WH-equίvariant cells in
each dimension.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 4.3 and the above remark. Π

Let X% be a component of XH and define

(WH)Λ = {w^WH\ wX« = XH

Λ}

We denote Al=As[\XE

Λ. Then (JfJ, AH

Λ] is a (WH)Λ-pώ and it now
follows easily that we have :

Corollary 4.5. (X%, A%) is a (WH)a-equivariant relative CW complex. Π

We will also need the following fact about G-equivariant CW complexes.

Proposition 4.6. A G-equivariant CW complex is locally contractίble.

Proof. This is proved in a similar way as the same result for ordinary CW

complexes, see for example [10], Theorem 11.6.6. We leave the details to the

reader. Π

Now observe that Theorem 4.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem
4.4 and Proposition 4.6.

5. Covering actions

In this section K denotes an arbitrary Lie group. Let X be a jR>space,

where X is a connected, locally path-connected and semilocally 1 -connected

space. We are not assuming that the action of K on X is effective. Let
p: J£->X be a universal covering of X. Then there exists a Lie group K*

and a continuous surjective homomorphism π: K*->K, such that K* acts on

X by an action which covers the action of K on Xy via π: K*-*K. The pur-

pose of this section is to give the construction of the group K* and its action

on %, and to establish some properties of this construction that will be used
later on in this paper.

First we consider the case of an effective action. Suppose that J is a Lie
group acting effectively on X. Let /* denote the subgroup of Homeo(J?") de-
fined as follows,

J* = {h: $L->X\h is a homeomorphism which covers some

j: X^X, where; <=]}.

The group /* is topologized as described on a page 65 in [9], see also the
appendix to this section. Then /* is a Lie group and we have a continuous
effective action of /* on J£. Moreover there is a well defined continuous
homomorphism π ° J*—*J, given by π(h)=j if and only if h: %— >% covers
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j: X-*X. Clearly π is surjective and the kernel of π is the discrete group Δ of
all deck transformations, i.e., we have a short exact sequence

( i ) e^A^j*JL>j-»e

of topological groups.
We shall now consider the general case, where the given action on X need

not be effective. Let K be a Lie group acting on X and let AT denote the kernel
of this action. Then N is a normal closed subgroup of K and J=K/N is a
Lie group which acts effectively on X. Let p : K-+J be the natural projection
and consider the pull-back diagram

Thus P is defined by

(2) P= {(h,k)<=J

and the homomorphisms p' and π are given by p\h, k)=h and π'(h, k)=k, for
all (h, A)eP. Then P is a Lie group and the homomorphisms p' and π' are
continuous.

We now define an action of P on J?

(3) θ*:PxX-+X

by θ*((h, K), %)=h%. It is then immediately verified that the diagram

θ*
(4) PxJ? - >X

*χtl θ lp

KxX -- >X

commutes, i.e., the action of P on Jί covers the action of K on X, via π ': P-^K.

The kernel of the action of P on -X" equals {e} χN^Ny and we have a com-
mutative diagram

( 5 )
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of short exact sequences.
Now suppose that we have an inclusion i: X-*V of X-spaces, where V is

also assumed to be connected, locally path-connected and semilocally 1-con-
nected. Furthermore assume that X is a ./C-equivariant strong deformation

retract of V, and that the action of K on V is effective but the action of K on
X need not be effective. In this paper we will naturally encounter such situa-

tions, but it should also be observed that starting with the given X-space X

one can easily construct a ./C-space V containing X such that the action of K
on V is effective and X is a .K-equivariant strong deformation retract of V.

For this one simply adds to X an equivariant free 1-cell IxK.

Let p: V-^V be a universal covering of V. Then p\ : X=p~\X)-*X is a

universal covering of X. Since the action of K on V is effective we have the

group K* acting effectively on V. This action of K* on V restricts to an action

of K* on J? which need not be effective. On the other hand the action of K
on X induces an effective action of J—K/N on X, where N denotes the kernel

of the action of K on X. We then obtain an effective action of /* on X and
a corresponding non-effective action of the Lie group P, defined in (2), on X.

We shall now prove that K* is isomorphic to P and that the two corresponding

non-effective actions on X agree.

Proposition 5.1. Let (V, X) be a K-paίr as above. Then there exists a

natural isomorphism a: K*-^+P of Lie groups, such that the action of K* on
X corresponds via the isomorphism a to the action of P on -X".

Proof. Let k*^K*. Then k*: %->% is a homeomorphism which covers

the homeomorphism ρπ*(k*}: X->X, where π*\ K*-*K and p: K->K/N=J
denote the projections. Thus &*: %-*.X gives us a unique element in/* and
we denote this element by p*(&*)e/*. Then p*: K*-^>J* is a homomorphism

and by Lemma 5.3 in the appendix to this section p* is continuous. Therefore

the map a: K*->P defined by α(Λ*) = (p*(Λ*), π*(k*)), for all k*^K*, is a
continuous homomorphism. Since it is easily seen that a is both surjective and

injective it follows that a is an isomorphism of Lie groups. Moreover we have

k*X=p*(k*)X=(p*(K*)9 τr*(β*))*=α(β*μ, for any k*<E:K* and X&X. D

Observe that the group P is defined in terms of data coming only from

the .K-space X. In particular Proposition 5.1 shows that the group K* does

not depend en V but only on X, i.e., if (V, X) and (V, X) are two ^-pairs as

above with the action of K on V and V being effective, then the extension K*

of K obtained by considering the action of K on V is the same as the extension

K*' obtained by considering the action of K on V.

Since we have established Proposition 5.1 we will in the sequel use K* to

also denote the group acting possibly non-effectively on X covering the possibly
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non-effective action of K on X.

Proposition 5.2. Let (V, X) be as in Proposition 1. Then X is a K*-
equivaήant strong deformation retract of V.

Proof. Let r: V-*X be a ^-retraction of V to X, and let H:
be a .K-homotopy rel X from Ίάv to z'or, where /: X—>V denotes the inclusion.
Choose some x0^X and ot^XQ

 such that jp(#0)=#0. Let r : V-+X be the lifting
of r which satisfies r(%0)= %Q. Then r is a retraction of V to ?̂. Let
be an arbitrary element in K*. We claim that

r(k*v) = Λ*?(0) , for all ί> e P .

This holds since the two maps

rok*,k*or: V^X

both cover the same map r<>k=k°r: V-+X, where k=π(k*), and moreover
(r °k*)(X0)=tfX0=(k*°?)(X0). This shows that r is a X*-map.

Let #: VxI-+Vbe the lifting of H" which satisfies β(%0, 0)=#0. In the
same way as above it then follows that H is a ^*-homotoρy rel X from id? to
/or, where t: X-+V denotes the inclusion. Π

Appendix to section 5.

The purpose of this appendix is to prove the following fact, which was used
in the proof of Proposition 5.1.

Lemma 5.3. p*: K*-*J* is continuous.

Recall that the situation here is the following. We are given a J£-ρair
(V, X), where X is a strong J^-deformation retract of V and both V and X are
connected, locally path-connected and semilocally 1 -connected spaces. The
action of K on V is effective but the restricted action of K on X need not be
effective and J=K/N denotes the corresponding group acting effectively on X.
The group K* is the extension of K that acts (effectively) on V, and/* is the
extension of J that acts (effectively) onX. By restricting the action of K* on
V to X we obtain an induced homomorphism p*: K*-*J*.

In order to show that p*: K*-*J* is continuous we need to recall how the
groups K* and /* are topologized, see [9] p. 65. Let KQdK be the identity
component of K. Let τ^Q: K0-+K0 be the universal covering of K0. The action
of ^o on V lifts to an action of KQ on V. Let Q c K0 be the kernel of this action

and define K0=K0IQ. Then K0 acts effectively on V and 9?0 induces a homo-
^ xs -̂

morphism TTO : K0-^K0 such that the action of XQ on V covers the action of KQ

on V via π0. Now we have K0dK* and X* is topologized by making K0 into
the identity component of K*. The corresponding construction for jΓtopolo-
gizes /*.
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Now the continuous homomorphism p: K-+KjN=J induces p0: KQ-*JQ

and po lifts to a continuous homomorphism p0: -AΓ0->/0 that covers p0. Let

r: V-^X be a ^-retraction. Then r can also be considered as a p-map when

we consider X to be a/-space. Considering V as a ̂ -space and X as a/0 space

we then have that r: V-+X is a p0-map. Let r: V-*X be the retraction of V
onto X that covers r. We claim that f is a p0-map. This is seen as follows.

The diagram

covers the commutative diagram

K0xV

i.e., the maps f °θ and &'°(ρQxr) cover the same map. Since r°θ(eQy v^)=

and θΌ(pQχr)(e0, V1)=r(ϋ1)ί where fyeϊ^ it follows by the uniqueness of lift

ings that

Thus r : F-»J?is a p0-map. Let ?eg, where QdKQ is the kernel of the It0-
action on Ϋ. Then

r(qv) = ρQ(q)r(v) , for all 0 e F .

Hence p0(g) belongs to the kernel of the /0-action on -X". Thus we have an
XS A *>, ^

induced continuous homomorphism p0: KO—*JQ such that f: V— >-X" is a /50-map.

We have JQdJ* so we may also consider p0 as a continuous homomorphism

p0: K0-+J*. Now let us return to our original homomorphism p*: K*-*J*.

In order to prove that p* is continuous it is enough to show that p*| : K^—*}*
is continuous. We do this by proving that

We first show that f: V^>X is ap*|-maρ. The following diagram (1) covers
diagram (2)

f " (2) V ' ^\.

**(**)! r K*(**»
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Since

commutes we have

π(p*(k*)) = pτr*(&*) , for all

Since r: F->Jί is a p-map we see that the diagram (2) commutes. Thus the
maps p*(£*)°f and r °k* cover the same map. Since moreover

(P*(A*)°P)(*) = P*(**)(«)

and

(?"**)(*) - 7(Λ**) - A*Λ-= p*(&*£)

for any #eJ?, it follows by the uniqueness of liftings that p*(k*)of=rok*.
This shows that (1) commutes i.e., r is a p*: K*->J* map, and hence of course

in particular a p* | : KQ-+J* map.

Now let k*^K0c:K*. For any £>e F we have

and

Thus we have

* - p*(**)* , for all

Since po(k*), p*(^*)e/* and the action of/* on -X" is effective we have

p*(Λ*). This proves that (*) holds and thus p* | : K0-*J* is continuous and
hence p*: K*-*J* is continuous. Π

6. Lifting equivariant CW complex structures to universal coverings

In this section K denotes an arbitrary Lie group. We prove that if X is a
connected ^-CW complex then X is in a natural way a ./C*-CW complex, where
-X" is a universal covering of X and K* is as in §5. We are not assuming
that the action of K on X is effective.

In the Lemmas and Corollaries below X denotes an arbitrary ^-space,
where X is connected, locally path-connected and semilocally 1 -connected.
Furthermore p: %-^X is a universal covering of X, and the group K* and the
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projection π: K*-*K are as in § 5.

Lemma 6.1. For any y^% the homomorphism π: K*-*K induces an
isomorphism

Proof. Let y^X and denote p(y)=x. For every l^Kf we have ly=y
and hence also π(l)x=x. Thus π(Kf)dKx, and hence we have an induced
homomorphism

( Λ \ _ I . ΊT'^f. ^ If1 ) π\ . A, -» A.Λ.

We shall first show that the homomorphism (1) is surjective. Let k^Kx

and choose l^K* such that π(l) = k. Then /: %-*% is a homeomorphism
which covers &: JC->JC'. Since kx=x it follows that_p(/ιy)=<p(y). Let γeΔ be
the deck transformation for which y(ly)=y. Then γ/S-K* and (γl)y=yy and
hence γl^Kf. Furthermore π(ryl)=π(l)=k. This shows that (1) is surjective.

We now show that the homomorphism (1) is injective. Let lly l2^Kf such
that π(l^)=π(l^=k. Then there exists a deck transformation γeΔ such that
I^=rγl2t Since Iιy—y=l2y we have <γy=y. Since γ is a deck transformation
this implies 7—id and hence /!=/2. Π

Lemma 6.2. Lβί C <^X be a path-connected subset of % such that p(C)d
F(X\ Kx)yfor some x^p(C). Then we have Cc.F(X\ Kf), for any y<=C with
p(y)=x.

Proof. Let y^C be such that p(y)=x and let z^C be an arbitrary point
in C. Choose a path ω from y to % in C. For any l^K* we have that /ω is a
path in X starting at y and covering the path τr(/)ω, where ω=p°ώ. Since ω lies
mp(C)dF(X; Kx) and π(l)^Kx it follows that τr(/)ω=ω. By the unique path
lifting property of covering projections it follows that lώ=ώ. In particular we
have 7ώ(l)=ω(l), i.e., fe=*. This shows that C cF(J?; K*). Π

Corollary 6.3. Let D be a path-connected space and f: D-+X a map such
thatf(D)c:F(X , Kf(d))Jor some dtΞD. Then, for any lifting /: D-+X of f we

). D

Lemma 6.4. Let C be a path-connected subset of X such that the isotropy
subgroups of K at all points of p(C) are the same. Then we have Kf=Kf for
any y,

Proof. Let y,z^C. The argument given in the proof of Lemma 6.2
shows that KfdKf. Since the situation here is completely symmetric in y
and z we also get KfdKf, and hence Kf=Kf. Π
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Corollary 6.5. Let B be a path-connected space and let f: B-*X be a map
such that /(jB)c/(JSΓ; Kf(b)), for some b<=B. Then, for any lifting f: B-*% of

Theorem 6.6. Let X be a connected K-CW complex and p: J?->-5Γ a uni-
versal covering of X. Then % is a K*-CW complex.

Proof. First of all observe that by Proposition 4.6 every K-CW complex is
locally contractible and thus semilocally 1-connected and hence the existence of
a universal covering p: %-^>X of X is guaranteed.

Let X°c:X1c: ••• dXmc: ••• be the equivariant skeletons of the K-CW com-
plex X. We claim that X is a K-CW complex with equivariant m-skeleton
equal to

p~l(Xm) = Zm , m>0.

Let X=mXm~l\J Ik/, where / is the set of all equivariant m-cdls of X, and
denote

By Lemma 6.7 in the appendix to this section the topology of J? is coherent
with the family {̂ } w>0, and the topology of %m is coherent with the family

Thus it only remains to exhibit a K* -equivariant characteristic map for
each d f . Let c=c™ be an equivariant m-cell of X, and let

/: (DmxK/H, S^XK/H) -> (c, c)

be a characteristic ^-map for c. Here c—c Π X™*1. We shall construct a charac-
teristic J£*-map for d=p~\c) C-X". Let

fe:D
m-*X

be defined by fe(z)=f(zy eH). Denote fe(Q)=xQ. Then we have KXQ=H and

fe(Dm)c:Xx. Let

be a lifting of /,. We denote /.(0)=y0

 and κf0=
L B7 Corollary 6.3. We

have /,(DW) C^L. Thus we get a well defined J£*-map.

by defining/^, k*L)=k*fe(z).
Moreover the diagram
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DmxK*IL * > d
idX7Γ| f \P

DmxKIH -l—>c

commutes. It is easy to see that f(DmxK*jL)=d and that the above diagram
in fact is a pull-back diagram. Now Lemma 6.8 in the appendix to this section
implies that /: DmxK*IL->d is a quotient map.

Furthermore we have/(5"-1Xί:*/L)Cί/=ί>-1(<?) and /(/>" χK*/L) = d,
o

where d=d—d. We claim that

(1) f:DmxK*/L-*d

is a X* -homeomorphism. We already know that this map is a surjective K*-
map. To see that / in (1) is injective one uses the fact that/: DmχKIH-*c
is injective and that by Corollary 6.5 we have fe(Dm)dJ^L. By Lemma 6.9 in

the appendix to this section /: DmxK*/L-+ d is an open map. Thus / in (1)
is a ^*-homeomorphism. We have shown that

/: (DmxK*IL, Su~lxK*IL) -* (d, d)

is a characteristic ^*-map for J, and this completes the proof. Π

A somewhat sketchy description of the lifting of a finite .K-CW complex
structure of X to a finite K*-CW complex structure on the universal covering
J?of X is given in Lemma 2.2 in [2]. In [2] K is taken to be a compact Lie
group and it is also implicit ely assumed that the action of K on X is effective.

Appendix to section 6

Lemma 6.7. Let p : Y-+X be a local homeomorphism and let {Xj} j&j be a
family of subsets of X such that the topology ofX is coherent with {-X"/}ye/. Then

the topology of Y is coherent with \p~\Xi) ft /e/

Proof. We denote Yj=p-\Xj), j(Ξj. Let VdY such that V Γ l Y j is
open in Yj for aliy^/. We shall prove that V is open in Y.

For each v e V let W(v) be an open neighqorhood of v in Y such thatp(W(v))
is open in X and^>| : W(v)— >p(W(v)) is a homeomorphism. Since p: Y-*X is
an open map it follows that p \ : Yj-^Xj is open. The set W(v) Γ l V Γ i Y j is open

in YJ and hence p(W(v)Γ\ Vf} Yj)=p(W(v)f] V)f]Xj is open in Xj9 for every
j&J. It follows that p(W(v) Π V) is open in X. Therefore W(v) Π F" is open
in W^), and hence also in Y. Since V=* U (H^(ϋ) Π I7) it follows that V is open

inY. Π

Lemma 6.8. Let
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be a commutative diagram of maps and spaces such that the natural map from B

to the pull-back,

defined by φ(b) = (p'(b)y /(£)), is surjective. Assume that p is a local homeomor->

phism and that pr is an open map and that f is a quotient map. Then f is a quotient

map.

Proof. Let V C Y such that f"\V) is open in B. We claim that V is open
in y. For each v e V let W(v) be an open neighborhood of v in Y such that
p(W(v)) is open in X and p\: W-*p(W(v)) is a homeomorphism. Then
f'\W(Ό)Γ\V)==f"1(W(v))nf'~1(V) is open in B. Since the map φ in (*) is
surjective it follows that

ρ'f'\W(v) Π V) =f~lp(W(v) Π V) .

Ύhusf"1p(W(v) Π V) is open in ^4 and hence p(W(v) Π F) is open in X. It
follows that W(v) Π I7 is open in W(v) and hence also in Y. Since V= U (W(v)
Π F) it follows that V is open in Y. Q

Lemma 6.9. Le£

ό^ Λ commutative diagram of maps and spaces, where p is a local homeomorphism

and p' and f are open maps. Then f is an open map.

Proof. The proof is obvious. Π

7. Induced actions on homotopy groups of equivariant spaces and
pairs

In this section K denotes an arbitrary Lie group. Assume that K acts on a
space X which is connected, locally path-connected and semilocally 1 -connected.
We shall then define an action of πΌ(K*) on πn(X> #0)> where x0^X is an
arbitrary point in X and n>TL and K* is as in §5. This action of 7Γ0(-/£*) on
πn(X, x0) makes πn(X> x0) into a module over the group ring Z[πQ(K*)].
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Let (X, A) be a K-pair, where both X and A are connected, locally path-

connected and semilocally 1 -connected spaces and the inclusion /: A->X induces

an isomorphism

*,: πλ(A9 a0) -̂ > π^X, aQ) , a0^A ,

between the fundmaental groups. We then also define an action action of

π0(K*) on πn(X, A, a0), for n>2, which makes πn(X, A, a^ into a Z[τr0(^*)]-

module. (Observe that π2(Xy A, aQ) is abelian under the above assumptions.)

The simply connected case

We shall first treat the special case of a K-pair (F, B), where both Y and B

are simply connected. Let έ0, b^B and let ω: /— >J3 be a path in 5 from b0 to

ίj. Then we have the isomorphism hιωj: πn(Y, B, b1)-^L^πn(Y, B, b0), n>2.

Since 5 is simply connected the isomorphism h[ω \ is independent of the choice

of the path ω from b0 to bl9 and hence gives us a canonical isomorphism which

we shall denote by

/(*» *ι): ̂ (^ 5, ftj -* *Λ(Y, B, b0) , /z>2 .

Similarly we have for any two points y^y^ Y a uniquely determined natural

isomorphism I(y0, yj: πn(Yf y1)-^^πn(Y) y0), n>2.
Each element k£ΞK gives us a homeomorphism k: (YyBJb^)-^(Y) B} kb0)

and hence an induced isomorphism

We define

to be the composite

For the identity element e^K we have e*=Ίά and for any k, k'^.K it is easily

seen that k%okχ=(k'k)χ. Thus we have defined an action of the (discrete)

group K on πn(Y,B,b^, n>2. We shall often use the notation kz instead of

&*(#), i.e., we set kz=k*(z) for any k^K and z^πn(Y, B, b0).

For later use we note here that since the diagram
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*.( y, B, b0) -A^ πn( F, B, kb0)

A }/(*b,*δb)
-'ίb) - U ̂ (y, 5, iβ)

commutes we also have k*=k$°I(k~lbQ, b0).

The same procedure as above gives an action of K on the absolute groups

πn(Y,y0) andτrn(5, *0), ">2.
Now assume that & and &' are two elements of X^ that belong to the same

component of K. We claim that

This is seen as follows. Let r: I-*K be a path in ίΓ from k to &'. Then
α>: /->J?, defined by ω(ί)— τ(ί)δ0, is a path in β from kb0 to ^'i0. The homotopy

F: Iχ(Y,B)->(Y,ϋ) given by F(t,y)=τ(t)y is a ω-homotopy from the map

k: (Y, B, b0)-*(Y, B, kb0) to the map k': (F, B, b0)-*(Y,B, k'b0). Thus the

diagram

πn(Ύ3 B, b0)

commutes. Since 7(ά0, k'b0) = I(b0y kb0)ol(kb0> k'b0) it follows that k* = k% i.e.,

we have showed that (1) is valid.

Thus every element k^K0, where KQ denotes the identity component of

Ky acts trivially on πn(Y, B, bQ). Hence the action of K on πn(Y, B, b0) induces

an action

θ : π0(K) X πn( Y, B, bQ) - πn( Y, B, b0)

of π0(K)~K/KQ, the group of components of K, on πn(Yy B, bQ) given by

θ(kKQy z)=kz. In the same way it is seen that the action of K on πn(Y, yQ),

where jo e Y and n>2, induces an action of π0(K) on πn(Y, yQ).

The exact homotopy sequence

-» x.(B; *0) $ πn(Y; bc) l̂ „.(¥, B; b0) -1 π^B b)-* -» π2(Y, B; b0)

is a sequence of Z[πQ(K)] -modules and homomorphisms of Z[π0(K)] -modules.

Also observe that the Hurewicz homomorphisms

φ *n(Y,yo)-+Hu(Y), n>29

and
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φ:πn(Y,B,b0)-»Hn(Y,B},

are homorαorphism between Z[π0(K)] -modules.

The general case

Let us now consider the case of a K-pair (X, A), where X and A are con-
nected, locally-connected and semilocally 1 -connected, and we assume that

is an isomorphism. Let p: 2£—>X be a universal covering of X. Since (*)
holds we have that p\ : A=p~1(A)-*A is a universal covering of A.

Let K* be the extension of K by Δ* acting on the pair (J?, A) as in §5.
For any a0^A and n>2 we shall define an action of τr0(ίΓ*) on τrΛ(-3Γ, A, #0)
Choose bQ^A such that p(bo)=aQ. As we saw above the group ίΓ* acts on
πn(%, Ay bo), and in fact this action induces an action of πQ(K*) on πn(%, A, b0).
Since we have the isomorphism

( 3 ) ft: τrΛ(Jξ , 4 i0) -2+ ̂ (-Y, A, O , w>2 .

we also obtain an action of K* on πn(X, A, aQ) and a corresponding induced
action of π0(K*) on τrn(^, A, aQ). That is, for any l^K* and ^eτrΛ(JY", ^4, aQ)
we have

(4) lz=Pί(lp;\z)),

where ft is as in (3), and similarly with / replaced by an element Ί^π0(K*).
Observe that the above definition of an action of π0(K*) on πn(X> A, a0)

involved a choice of a point bQ^A such that p(b0)=a0. In order to be able to

be very specific let us denote the action obtained above, by choosing the point
60€Ξ A, by

Θ[b0]: πQ(K*)Xπn(X, A, a0) -> *n(X, A, a.) .

For any l^K* and z^πn(X, A, aϋ) we then rewrite (4) in the more precise form

(4')

and similarly with / replaced by an element I ' G=π0(K*).
Let b'o^A be another point such thatp(bί)=a0. We claim that the action

Θ[b0] is weakly equivalent to θ[b'0] by an inner automorphism of πQ(K*). This is
seen as follows.

Let T:3L—>% be the covering transformation for which T(bΌ)=bQ. We
have TEiK*. The commutative diagram
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T/7 / TT \

> *.(X, A; Ibί) ^

» ( V A A \ J ( V 3 7 / N ° fv Λ T N o ,- *πn(X, A y 00) > TT;I(A, ^4; Ib0) > πn(X, A; b0) > πn(X, A;

0πn(X, A-, α0) +±?L πn(X, A', α0 > πn(X, A αQ) — πn(X, A ΛO

shows that

Here the left- and righthand squares commute since the following diagram com-

mutes

*.(X, A; b0) -^ *.(X, A; bί) * ̂  «.(X, A; 40)Alβ id °Ί* ΓM M1Λ

τrn(^, ^ί; α0) - > πn(Xy A α0) —
 : — > πn(Xy A ^0) .

Thus we have

for every 7eτr0(^*), where T^π0(K*) is the component of

The choice of 60e-X"such that^)(έ0)=α0 will not concern us anymore so we

will from now on drop the δ0 from the notation.

The exact homotopy sequence

-+πn(A; α0) - > πn(X\ α0) - > πn(X, A α0) - > nn-^(A α0) -> ---- > π2(X, A #0)

is a sequence of Z[π0(K*)] -modules and homomorphisms of ^[TΓo^^

Consider the commutative diagram

where the maps φ and φ' are Hurewicz homomorphisms. We already know

that φ is a homomorphism of Z[π0(K*)] -modules. The isomorphism^: τrn(Jt,

A] b0) ^ > πn (X, A α0) is a Z[πQ(K*)] -isomorphism, and p% : Hn (%, A) ->

Hn(X,A) is a 7Γ0(7r)-homomorphism, where πQ(π): π0(K*)->π0(K) is the homo-

morphism induced by the natural projection π: K*->K. It follows that
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φ : πn(X, A aQ)-*Hn(X, A) is a 7r0(7r)-homomorphism.
We conclude this section by pointing out the following fact, which we shall

use later on in the paper in the absolute case. Let

f : ( I ,I -1,J -1)-+(X,A,a9)

be a map representing the element [f]^πn(X> A\ a0). Let l^K* and let

be such that l[f]=[h]^πn(X, A; a0). Let k=π(l), where π: K*-*K. Then
the maps

are homotopic, where (kf)(z)=kf(z), for all #e/n. This is seen directly from

the way the action K* on πn(X, A\ a0) is defined.

PART II

8. The component structure of a G-CW complex

Let G be a compact Lie group and X a finite G-CW complex. For any
closed subgroup H of G the fixed point set XH is an AW-space and since H
acts trivially on XH we may as well consider XH as a PFίf-space, where WH=
NH/H is the Weyl group of H. Observe that the action of WH on Xs need
not be effective. By Theorem 4.4 we know that XH is a finite WH-CW com-
plex.

Now let H' be another closed subgroup of G which is conjugate to H in
G. We denote

( 1 ) N(H', H) = {£<ΞG l^tfr1 = H'}

Even in the case when H' is not conjugate to H in G we may define N(H'y H)
by (1), and we then have that N(H', H) = φ as soon as H and' ίΓ are two closed
subgroups of G that are not conjugate to each other in G. It is easily seen that
we have

N(H, H) = NH

N(H'y H)-1 = N(H, H')

and

N(H", H')oN(H', H) == N(H",H)

for any three closed subgroup H, H' and /f" of G.

For any g^N(H' , H) we get a homeomorphism

(2) £
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Moreover we have that Xs is a FPH-space and Xff/ is a PtΉ"'-space and the
homeomorphism (2) is a γ(^)-maρ. Here

( 3 ) Ύ(g): WH-+WH1

is the isomorphism given by

7(g)(nH) = (gng-l)Hf , for any nH^WH.

For another choice of an element g1^N(Hf, H) we get another homeomor-
phism

(4) gι

and this homeomorphism is a '/(^-map, where

): WH-+ WH1

is given by 7(g1)(nH)=(g1ngT1)Hί , for all nH^WH.
What should be observed here is that the composite gϊl°g*. XH-^XH is

a 7(gT1g) WH->WH map, where gϊlg^NH and we have

7(gI1g)(nH) = tfXtf-^Γ'tf = (g?gH)(nH)((g^g}-lH) ,

i.e., ^(^Γ1^): WH-+WH is an inner automorphism of WΉΓ.
Furthermore observe that for any ^ e N(H', H) the homeomorphism

^: Xff-*XH/ is a γ(^)-isomorρhism from the WΉ-CW complex ^C^ to the
WH'-CW complex JΓ^.

Now let X% be a connected component of XH. Recall that we denote

(NH)Λ - {n^NH I nX* = XH

Λ}

and

(WH)Λ =

Both (NH)Λ and (WH)Λ are compact Lie groups and moreover we have (WH)Λ=
(NH)JH. The group (WH)Λ acts on X* and by Corollary 4.5 we know that
XI is a finite (WH)Λ-CW complex. The set (WH)XH

Λ=(NH)X* is called a
PFH"-component (or Λ7ί-comρonent) of XH .

Let JΓf^ be a component of X H and let Xf be a component of XH , where
jff and H' are two arbitrary closed subgroups of G. We then define

N(X?9 XS) = {nεΞN(H', H)\nX* = Xf}

Thus in case H and H' are not conjugate in G we have N(X*', X£)=φ. Of
course we may have N(X$', X%)=φ even when H and Jf/' are conjugate in G.
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In the case when H=H ' we have that N(Xξ, X%) Φ φ if and only if Xζ and Xξ
belong to the same TVίf-component of XH.

It is easy to verify that we have

and

N(X?', X$}°N(Xf', Xξ) = N(Xf, X»)

for any three components X%, Xf and Xy" of XH, XH' and XH"9 respectively.
For any n^N(Xj', X%) we have the homeomorphism

(5) n:X*-+Xf.

We have that XH

Λ is a ( WΉ^-space and Xf is a (PFH'^-space and the map (5)
is a γ(τz)-map, where Ύ(ri) is the isomorphism

defined by

7(n)(nΛH) = (nnΛn-l)H , for all n

For another choice of an element n^N^*', X%) we get another homeomor-
phism

(6) nl:Xl-+X?

and this map is a γ^): (WH)oe^(WH')β map, where γ(n1)(nΛH)=(n1nΛnT1)H' \
for every nΛH e ( WΉ")Λ.

The composite nTlon: X%-^>X% is a '/(wΓ^-map, where nT1n
and

i.e., ^(wΓ1^): (WH")αί-> (]Wϊ)<, is an inner automorphism.
Moreover observe that for any n^N(Xf, X%) the map n: X%-+Xj' is a

•/(«): (jrar).-*(i»W)p isomorphism from the (PfΉr)β-CW complex ̂  to the
(WH')β-CW complex Jf f .

We define a relation /^ in the set of all components X% of all possible fixed
point set XH, all closed subgroups of G, by defining

We denote the set of equivalence class of this relation by C(X).
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Lemma 8.1. Let (V, X) be a finite G-CW pair ^such that ί: X-*V is a
G-homotopy equivalence. Then we have
a) The inclusion ί induces a one-to-one correspondence between the components of
XH and VH , for any closed subgroup H of G.
b) The Weyl group of the component V% corresponding to the component X% equals
the Weyl group (WH)Λ of XH

Λ.

c) The induced inclusion ί: X%^>V% is a (WH)Λ-homotopy equivalence.

Proof. The proof is obvious. Π

Let (Vy X) be as above and denote V>H=V>H{\ V%. We shall show in
Corollary 8.5 below that the inlcusion

i XH I J V>H -> VH

Λ -Λ Λ^ y <* v Λ<*

is a (PF/Z^-homotopy equivalence. It then follows, see Corollary 8.6, that the
inclusion _ __ -

i - XH\ΛV>H -> VH

J Λ' ^X Λ ^ * Λ V Λ

is a (WΉ)*-homotopy equivalence. Here VH and X%\JV>H denote universal

coverings of VH and X%(J V*H, respectively, and (WH)* is the extension of

(WH)Λ which acts on VH

Λ and xJΪJV^, as in § 5.

The main lemma for the proof of these results is Lemma 8.2 below, which
is identical with Lemma III. 1.1 in [5], except that in [5] we only stated it for

G a finite group. We also used Lemma III. 1.1 in [5] in exactly the same way as
we will use Lemma 8.2 in this paper.

Lemma 8.2. Let (Y, B) be a G-CW pair and let {Yly~ , Ym} be a finite
collection closed under intersection of equίvariant subcomplexes of Y. If the inclu-

sions i: B^>Y and ik: Bf] Yk-*Yky k=ly •• ymy are G-homotopy equivalences then

so is the inclusion j: 5 U ( U Y*)-> Y.
k = l

Λ m

Proof. We shall prove by induction in m that i: B-*B\J((J Yk) is a G-

homotopy equivalence, and since i: B-*Y is a G-homotopy equivalence the

claim follows from this. Let m = 1. Since iλ\ Bf) YI~*YI is a G-homotopy
equivalence it follows that Bf] Y\ is a strong G-deformation retract of Yl and
hence B is a strong G-deformation retract of B(J Yλ. This shows that i: B-*
B U YI is a G-homotopy equivalence.

Now let m>2 and assume that our claim is true in the case when the finite
collection has at most m— 1 elements. Let {Yly •••, Ym} be a collection of m

equivariant subcomplexes of Y which is closed under intersection, and assume

that each inclusion ik: Bf] Yk-+Yky k=ly " ym, is a G-homotopy equivalence.
Furthermore we may assume that the enumeration Yly •••, Ym is chosen such that
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Y; C Yi==>j<i. First of all we claim that the collection {Yl9 •••, Ym-ι} is closed
under intersection. If

Y A Γ l Y , = Y«, where l<k<m-l and l<l<m-l ,

we would have Ymd Yk and Fwc F/ and hence m<k and m</, both of which
are contradictions. Since {Yly •• yYm} is closed under intersection this shows

that {F!, ••-, Ym-\ί is closed under intersection. Thus by the inductive
assumption we have that the inclusion

(1) i. .B-

is a G-homotopy equivalence. Here we have denoted

m-l

yί-i = u y».
* = 1

Since {F1? •••, Yw_ι} is closed under intersection it follows that also the

family {Fxn Y«, •••, Ym-ιft Ym} is closed under intersection. Moreover we have
i^Π Y»= Y«α), where l<m(k)<m— 1, for Λ=l, •••, m—l, and hence the
inclusions

are G-homotopy equivalences. Thus by the inductive assumption the inclusion

( 2 ) 4 : 5 - "

is a G-homotopy equivalence. Since (1) and (2) are G-homotopy equivalences

it follows that the inclusion

(3) vBu(m-ιnr*)->βuyϊ-ι
is a G-homotopy equivalence. Since the inclusion ί : B-^B U Ym is a G-homo-
topy equivalence (by the case m=l established at the very beginning of the

proof) and (2) is a G-homotopy equivalence it follows that the inclusion

(4)
is a G-homotopy equivlaence. By (3) and (4) we have that B U (Ym-ι Π Ym) is a

strong G-deformation retract of both B U FJ-i and of B U Y*. Since (B U Y2_ι)

Π (B Π FJ=£ U ( Y%-ι n Fw) it now follows that B U ( Y%-ι Π Y.) is a strong G-

deformation retract of (B U Yί_ι) U (B U Ym)=B U ( U YA). This fact combined

with the fact that (2) is a G-homotopy equivalence gives us the result that
-j OT

z : B—>B U ( U Y*) is a G-homotopy equivalence. Π
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Let (F, X) be a finite G-CW pair such that the inclusion

(1) i:X-»V

is a G-homotopy equivalence. Let

(2) (fl,), -, (ff.)

be all the G-isotropy types occurring in F, ordered in such a way that

(3) (Et)>(H})-»i<j.

Lemma 8.3. Let (V, X) be as above and let (Hfl), •••, (Hir) be r distinct G-

ίsotropy types occurring in V. Then the inclusion

is # G-homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Assume inductively that we have proved our claim in case iy<$0 — 1>
for aliy=l, •••, r, where 2<s0<s. In case ij=\ the inclusion i\ : X(Hι>-^V(Hι>
is a G-homotopy equivalence, so this fact starts the induction.

Now let (HfJ, •••, (Hir) be r distinct G-isotropy types such that ij<sQ for

y=l, •••, r. We shall prove that

(4) i|: U-SW-* UF^
y=ι y=ι

is a G-homotopy equivalence. This fact we shall establish by induction in r.
If r=ί the inclusion (4) is a G-homotopy equivalence. Let r>2 and assume

that the inclusion (4) is a G-homotopy equivalence when the two unions are
unions of at most r— 1 sets X(H*j\ Then

(5) i: υX<*'j> -> \JV(ff^ and (6) ir X<P*

are G-homotopy equivalences. Moreover we claim that

(7) i: \jx<*<j>) n x(H^ -> ( u^/>) n
y=ι y=ι

is a G-homotopy equivalence. Each intersection F^V Π F(fV, where l<j<>
r—l, has a presentation of the form

(8) vv*i> n v(H<S = u FW

where the union is over the set of all G-isotropy types (K) occurring in F such

that (K)^(Hij) and (K)>(Hίr). Since we here have (fliy)Φ(Hίr) it follows

that (^)>(/ίt y) and (K)>(Hir). We have /y<ί0 and z'r<^o and hence it now
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follows that each (K) occurring in (8) is a G-isotropy type that appears in (2)
among the sQ— 1 first ones. By intersecting both sides of the formula (8) with
X we see that (8) also holds with V replaced by X. It now follows by the first
inductive assumption that (7) is a G-homotopy equivalence.

Since (5), (6) and (7) are G-homotopy equivalences it follows that (4) is a
G-homotopy equivalence. This completes the second induction and hence also
the first induction and the proof of the lemma. Π

Proposition 8.4. Let (V, X) be a finite G-CW pair such that the inclusion
i: X-+V is a G-homotopye equivalence. Let H be an arbitrary closed subgroup of
G. Then the inclusion

U

is a G-homotopy equivalence.

Proof. First of all observe that if the G-isotropy type (H) does not occur
in V(H) we have V>w=VW and the claim in the proposition is trivially true.
Thus we may assume that the G-isotropy type (H) occurs in Vm.

Let (Xi), •••, (Kr) be all the G-isotropy types, except (//), that occur in V(H).
Then

Let 3 be the finite family consisting of all the G-equivariant sub-complexes
V(κ*\ ί=l, •••, r, of Vm and all finite intersections of these subcomplexes. We
have

where the union is over all G-isotropy types occurring in Vm such that (K) >
(Kij) for y=l, •••, t. The same formula holds with V replaced by X. Thus
by Lemma 8.3 we have that

? -» V(KQ n - n v<**?
is a G-homotopy equivalence. Thus by applying Lemma 8.2 to the finite G-
CW pair (V(H\ X(H}) and the family 3 we have that the inclusion

/: Xw U U VW -> V™
ί = l

is a G-homotopy equivalence, i.e., the inclusion

/: X(a) U

is a G-homotopy equivalence. Π
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Corollary 8.5. Let (V, X) be a finite G-CW pair such that the inclusion i:
X-+ V is a G-homotopy equivalence. Let H be an arbitrary closed subgroup of G,

and let V% be a component of VH then:

(a) jl: XH U V>H-+ VH is a WH-homotopy equivalence

(b) jΛ: XIU V>H-*V% is a (WH)Λ-homotopy equivalence.

Proof. By Proposition 8.4 i: X™ U F>C*>->FW is a G-homotopy equiva-
lence so by taking the H-fixed point set of this inclusion we obtain (a).

Since (a) is a homotopy equivalence it induces a one-to-one correspondence
between the components of XH U V>H and VH. Let (XH U V>H)Λ be the compo-

nent of Xs U V>H that corresponds to the component F£ of VH. Then in fact

(X* u v>H)Λ = (XH u v>H) n vi = xi u v>H

where X# denotes the component of XH that corresponds to FJ under the
homotopy equivalence i: XH-+VH, and V>H is the part of V>H that lies in F/.

Since (a) is a (PFif)-homotopy equivlaence it now follows that it induces a

(RPΉ")Λ-homotopy equivalence

/ - XH11 V>H -> VH ΠJ<* -A-Λ V y Λ —* v Λ . i—i

Corollary 8.6. Let (V, X) be as in Corollary 8.5. Then

i XHIJ V>H -> F^y Λ ^-Λ {-> V Λ V Λ

is a (WH)*-homotopy equivalence.

Proof. This follows from Corollary 8.5 and Proposition 5.2. Π

9. Definition of torsion invariants

In this section we describe how to associate with any finite G-CW pair
(F, X), such that i: X->Vis a G-homotopy equivalence, and any component X%
of a fixed point set an element in Wh(πQ(WH)*). We also show that this is
independent of the choice of representative X% for an equivalence class [X%] of
components of fixed point sets.

Let (F, X) be a finite G-CW pair such that /: X-^> F is a G-homotopy equi-

valence. Let H be a closed subgroup of G. The inclusion i: XH-+VH is a
WΉ"-homotopy equivalence, and it induces a one-to-one correspondence between
the components of XH and VH. Let X% be a component of XH and let F^ be
the correpsonding component of VH. As before we let (WH)Λ denote the Weyl
group of the component X% and we know by Lemma 8.1 that the Weyl group

of F^ also equals (WH)Λ. Moreover the inclusion i: X%->V% is a (WΉ)Λ-
homotopy equivalence.
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By Corollary 8.5.b we have that the inclusion/: X%UV>H-*V% is a

homotopy equivalence, and by Corollary 8.6 /: Xa(JV>H-*V% is a (WH)*-

homotopy equivalence. For simplicity let us denote Y=Vβ and B— X* (J V>H '.

Then (Y, B) is a finite (WH)Λ-CW pair such that;: B-> Y is a (WH)Λ-homotoρy
equivalence, and (Ϋ, B) is a finite (WH)*-CW pair such that /: B-*Ϋ is a

(iW/^-homotopy equivalence. Moreover (WΉ")* acts freely on Ϋ— B.

Now filter the finite (WH)*-CW pair (Ϋ,B) by equivariant skeletons and
define

to be the chain complex with

where Hn( , Z) denotes ordinary singular homology with integer coefficients,

and 3 is the boundary homomorphism in the exact homology sequence of the

corresponding triple.

Since (WH)% acts freely on Ϋ— B it follows that we have

CΛ(Ϋ, 5)«Σ @Hn(Wx(WH)*9 SΓlx(WH)*)

where/ is the set of equivariant w-cells of (Ϋ, S) and (Z)J, SΓl)=(D\ Sn~l) for
/=!, •••, I/I, and both the last two direct sums have r=|/| summands. Thus
each Cn(Ϋ,B) is a finitely generated free Z[πQ(WH)*] -module. Moreover a

basis ΛJ, •••, αr for the Z[πQ(WH)*] -module Cn(Ϋ, B) can be obtained as follows.

For each equivariant w-cell d{ of ( Ϋy B) let

/,: (D*x(WH)* , S -ixCWH)*) - (̂ , d,) , £ = 1, -, r ,

be a characteristic (PFϊί)*-map for df. Consider the composite

(D\ S»-1) ̂  (Dn x (WH)*, S"-1 x (WH)*) -t (Jt , ̂ )c^( FΛ U 5, F

where jβ denotes the inclusion given by je(z)=(z, e) for all z^D" and £ is the

identity element of (WH)%. Let

β< = (/ι°Λ)*(?.)eHll(f*u5, l^US), ι=l,-,r ,

where gn^H(Dn, Sn~l)^Z is a generator. Then ΛJ, •••, ar is a basis for the

Z[πQ(WH)*]-module Cn(Ϋ,B)y and any two bases obtained in this way differ

from each other only in the order of the basis elements and by multiplication of
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the bases elements by i elements from the group πQ(WH)*. Thus it follows
than any two bases obtained in the above way generate the same family of pre-
ferred bases. Thus each Cn( Ϋ, B) becomes a finitely generated free and based

Z[π0(WH)*] -module in this way. By Proposition 3.1 the chain complex C( Ϋy B)

is acyclic and hence we have the torsion of the chain complex C(Ϋ, B) = C(V",

X%UV>H), which we denote by

(1) τ(C(V, X)"} e Wh(π,(WH}*) .

Compare with Proposition III. 1.2 in [5] and the definition following Proposition
III. 1.2 in [5]

Now let Xg' be component of a fixed point set XH' such that Xξ ' is in
relation with X%. Recall that this means that there exists n^N(H , H) such
that n X%=Xβ'. Moreover the map n : X%-+Xj' is a γ(τz)-isomorρhism from the

( WH)Λ-CW complex Xζ to the ( WH')β-CW complex Xξ. Here <γ(n) : ( WH)Λ-+
(WH')β is the isomorphism defined by <γ(ri) (nΛH)=(nnΛn~l) H'.

Furthermore γ(/z) induces the canonical isomorphism

I(H', /?; H, a): Wh(π»(WH)*} -* Wh(τrQ(WH')f)

which is independent of the choices involved. Since

»: (F* Xζ U V>") - (V? , Xf U

is a •/(»): (WH).-*(WH')β isomorphism we get a j(n)*: (WH)*->(WH)f
isomorphism of based chain complexes

and from this it follows that

yQ; ff, a) (τ(C(F, J?)f )) = τ(C(F,

i.e., the elements τ(C(V,X)l)*Ξ Wh(π0(WH)*) zndτ(C(V,X)f}ϊΞWh(πQ(WH')$)
correspond to each other under the canonical isomorphism between the groups
Wh(πQ(WH)*) and Wh(π0(WH')f). This shows that the torsion defined in (1)
is independent of the choice of representing component X% from an equivalence
class of components.

10. Definition of the homomorphism Φ

In this section we first prove that if s(V, X)=s(W, X}<=WhG(X) then the
torsion invariants, defined in §9, of (F, X) and of (W, X) are the same. This
allows us to define the homomorphism Φ: WhG(X)-

C(X)
Proposition 10.1 below corresponds to Proposition III. 1.3 in [5].
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Proposition 10.1 Let (F, X) and (W, X) be finite G-CW pairs such that
the inclusions i: X-+V and i: X-+W are G-homotopy equivalences. Assume that
V s W rel. X. Then we have

r(C(V, X)*) = r(C(W,

for every closed subgroup H of G and any component X% of XH.

Proof. It is enough to prove this in the case when W is an equivariant
elementary expansion of V. Thus assume that this is the case and denote W=
V\Jbn~l\Jbn. Assume that the type of this equivariant expansion is (K) and
let σ: InxG/K-*Wbe a characteristic simple G-map for (bn, bn~l). That is
σ: I»xG/K->W is a characteristic G-map for bn and σ\ : I*~lxGIK-»W is
a characteristic G-map for bn~l and σ(Jn~lxGIK)c:Vn-\

Since the set σ(Jn~lX {eK}} is connected it lies in one component, say
V*, of Vκ. Let XQ be the corresponding component of Xκ and W* the cor-
responding component of Wκ.

In case (K)"Ξ^(H) we have WH=VH, and the claim is obvious. Thus we
need only consider the case (K)>(H).

First assume that (K)>(H). In this case we have

(b"-1)* = (b"-l)>H and (b*Y = (b»)>H .

Thus

and

W>π = γ>H ,j ψi-i

and hence the inclusion i: (VH, XH (J V>ff)-*(WH , XH(J W>H) is an excision.
Similarly, for any component X£ of XH and corresponding components V%
and W% of VH and WH, respectively, we have that the inclusion ί: (V%, -X]f U

^ X? U W>H) is an excision. Hence the inclusion ϊ: (Pf , ̂

", X#(JW>H) is an excision, and therefore the induced map z*:

C(W%, X%UW>H) is an isomorphism of chain complexes which
in each degree is an isomorphism of based Z[πQ(WH)*] -modules, and hence
the desired conclusion follows.

It remains to consider the case (K)= (H). We may as well assume that
K=H. First assume that the components Xξ and Xζ are not in relation,

i.e.,
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which means that XQ and X% do not belong to the same PϊΉ-component of

Xs. Thus we have

Since bn~l^In-1 x G\H and b"^In X G\H we have

(if-*)* = WH(Ϊ>»-1)% and ψγ = WH(b»}% .

Hence (i""1)* = φ and (b»)H

Λ = φ ,

and therefore

Ws = VH
KK Cύ V Λ '

Thus our claim is trivially true in this case.
Now assume that H=K and that the components XQ and X% belong to

the same TFίf-component of XH. We may then as well assume that X%=Xff.

Then we have W?= V% U (b^1)^ U (bn) H

a . Let σ : I" X G/H-* Wbea characteristic
simple G-map for (6Λ, i"'1). Then the restriction σ| : I»x(NH)JH-*W% is a
characteristic simple (WH)Λ-map for ((ό")£, (*n"1)^). Let β |: 7n

W^ be a lifting of σ | . Then * | is a (PFH)*-map. We have

where dn~l and dn are (WΉ)*-equivariant cells of free type and &\ is a charac-
teristic simple (HΉΓ)*-map for (JM, rf^1).

Denote C"=C(P* Ĵ7ΓF> )̂ and C=C(P^f, X*tiW>*) and C/x=

#, V"). Then we have a short exact sequence of chain complexes

Moreover C" has the form

8
S£

\yp) H If —1

and both C" and C"_\ are based Z[πQ(WH)*]-modules of rank 1, correspond-
ing to the free (Wif)*-equivariant cells dn and dn_ly respectively. Moreover
the existence of a characteristic simple (PfΉ)*-maρ &\ for (dn, dn~l) shows that
9 in (I) takes a preferred basis element of C" to a preferred basis element of
C'n'-i and hence τ(9)=0. Since the short exact sequence of chain complexes
(*), in each dimension splits as a sequence of based Z[πQ(WH)*]-modules we
have
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τ(C) = τ(C")+τ(C") = r(C')+(-l)-ι τ(9) = τ(C') ,

which is exactly what we wanted to prove. Π

Thus we have a well-defined map

Φ: W
C(X)

by defining

Here the direct sum is over the set C(X) of equivalence classes of non-empty
components of arbitrary fixed point sets, and the above definition says that
for each [Xξ]^C(X) the [^-factor of Φ(s(V, X)) is defined to be the ele-
ment τ(C(F, X)l)<=Wh(πQ(WH)*}, where the component X* is any re-
presentative for the equivalence class [X%]^C(X). Moreover for any (V, X)
we have τ(C(F, ^)*)ΦO for only a finite number of [X%]<=C(X).

The above direct sum can also be expressed in the form

C(X) (H) a

where the first direct sum on the right hand side is over each G-isotropy type
(H), i.e., conjugacy class (H), such that XH^pφ and for a fixed H the second
direct sum is over the set of PFίf-components of Xs, i.e., over a indexing
set consisting of one connected component X% for each W^£Γ-comρonent

It follows from the appropriate short exact sequence of chain complexes
that

r(C(V U* W, X)*) = τ(C(V, X}H

Λ)

for any component X#. Thus

Φ(s(V \JXW, X)) = Φ(*(F, X))+Φ(s(W, X)) ,

that is, Φ is a homomorphism.

11. Φ is an isomorphism

In this section we prove the result.

Theorem 11.1. The homomorphism Φ: WhG(X)^*Σ@Wh(πQ(WH)*) is an
isomorphism. c<^

Proof. Let s(W, X) e WhG(X) be such that Φ(s(W, X))=0. By Corollary
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Π.4.4 in [5] (and the fact that Φ is well-defined, i.e. Proposition 10.1) we can
assume that (Wy X) is in simplified form. Thus we have

W= X(J (JbΓl\J lib"! , where n— 1>2.

We denote Y=X U UW" 1 .
Let H be a closed subgroup of G such that the G-isotropy type (H) occurs

as the type of some of the equivariant cells ό*. Let X% be a component of XH

and let Y% and W% be the corresponding components of YH and WH, respec-
tively. By the second part of Corollary II.4.4 in [5] the number of equivariant

w-cells b" in GW" which have type (H) equals the number of equivariant (n—1)-
cells bTl in GW% (and hence in GY%) which have type (H). Let us denote
these by ό? and ίj"1, s=l9 •••, m. Thus we have

GW« = G ( Y"a U W>») U U b", , GY« = G (X« U Y>"} U U &Γ : .

Now consider the (WH)*-CW pair (̂ , XJW>»). We have the com-
mutative diagram

3

o - πn(w"Λ,

where φ denotes the Hurewicz homomorphism. First of all observe that

the upper row equals the chain complex C(IV%, X*\jW>H). Thus we have

(-I)""1 τ(3) = τ(C(W9 X}"} - Q^m(π*(WH)*) .

In the above diagram all four vertical maps are isomorphisms. The homol-

ogy groups Hn(W%, Y%\yW>H) and Hn^(Yί\Γw>H, X^\jwf) are based
^[τr0(WΉ")ί]-rnodules, i.e., finitely generated free Z[π0(WH)*] -modules together

with a preferred basis. The homotopy groups πn(W%y Y%UW>H) and

π*(YZ U WIH, X"UW>H) are also Z[π0(WH)*] -modules, and the Hurewicz iso-
morphisms in the above diagram are ^[^(WΓ^^-homomorphisms. (See
section 7.) Likewise the two maps p^ induced by the projection p, are iso-
morphisms of Z[π0(WH)*] -modules. Thus all the homotopy groups in the
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above diagram are finitely generated free Z[πQ(WH)*] -modules, and they have
preferred bases given as follows. Let

/. : (/" X G/H, 8/» x G/H) -> (5;, «) -> (GWf, G( Yξ U W>*))

hs: (J ^xG/H, QI^xO/H) - (ΪΓ1, W"1) -> (G(yfU W>*)9

be characteristic G-maps for bn

s and δ""1, 5=1, •••, m, as in Corollary Π.4.4 in
[5], and moreover chosen such that

Define

hs\ (I*-1, dp'1) ^(Y%(JW>H,

by fs=fs\I"X {eH} and hs=hs\In'lx {eH}, s=\, ••-, m. We may assume that

fs(Jn~1)= {*<*}> hs(Qln~1)— {XΛ}, where xΛ^X% is any (chosen) basepoint.
Thus we have

(1) [f]^^n(^Hί YH(JW>H), \h 1 GΞπ _ ( Y H U W>H> XHU W>H),

for ί—1, •••, m.

Let

be liftings of/,: /' -> ίΓ/. Then /,(/""1)=^<J, for j=l, - , m, where ^Λe
-X^andX*J=^. Then we know by Theorem 6.6 that the (WΉ)*-equivariant

extension of fs gives rise to a characteristic (WΉ")*-map for the (WH)*~eφιί-

variant cell (bn

s)%, lying over the (WΉ")Λ-equivariant cell (£")*. The elements

(2) Γ/l^Tz* (WH, YH\jW>H)y [h]^π „ (YH(jW>Hy XH(JW>H)

correspond under the Hurewicz isomorphisms to a preferred basis of the ho-
mology groups, and under the isomorphisms p$ the elements in (2) are mapped
to the elements in (1). Thus all put together we have that the elements in

(1) form a preferred basis for πn(W*> Y% U W>H) and

W>H), respectively.
Now let

S[/J = Σ *,/[«,], *
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and denote A=(ast). Thus we have
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and hence the matrix A can be transformed into an identity matrix by a finite

sequence of operations of the following four types. (We denote T=π0( WH)*.)

(1) Multiply a row by (—1)

(2) Multiply a row by an element of Γ.

(3) Change a row by adding to it some other row.

(4) Expand to , Z[Γ]).

1. To realize geometrically the operation that multiplies the r:th row of A

by (— 1) we simply change the characteristic G-map fr for bn

r by using a map

t: (/", I»-l}-*(In, I*~l) of degree -1.

2. Let \<,r<m and let η^π<>(WH)*. We shall show how to geometrically

realize the operation that multiplies the r-th row of A by the element -η.

Consider the element [fr]^πn(W^ Y% U W>H\ XΛ)

where

fr: (I", /-', /"') l U W>", *„)

We have

and

, XI U

The map ί# in the above diagram is a homomorphism of

Consider the element

and let

be such that
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Extend 0 1 to a map

by defining ®(Jn~l)—xΛ. Now define

IF' - ( W-«) U υ(In X G/#) = (ΪP-#) U k

where ϋ: dΓxGIH-+G(Y%\jW>H)c:W—bn

r is the G-equivariant extension of

v. Let ήe(PFH)* represent ^^(PPS)?, and denote τr(#)=!e(WΉ)*, where

TT: (WH)%-+(WH)Λ is the natural projection. Then

and we know from section 7 (see the concluding remark) that the maps

l(/r I ) : (/"-1, 9/"-1) - ( Y» U PF>*, &rj

and

are ω-homotopic for some path ω from ςxa to ΛΛ, i.e., the maps

are homotopic.
Thus the corresponding G-maps

Λ

/ί I = (/„ I ) o («/χ I) : 8/ x G/H1^ 91" x G/JΪ -̂ l G( Y^ U PF>

and

β : 87" x OIK -* G( Ff U W^*)

are G-homotopic. Thus, by Lemma II.4.1 in [5], we have

W s ((W-ϋf) U /;,(/" X G/H)) rel. (JΓ-i?)

But

W=(W-b«)(Jff](ΓlxGIH)

since adjoining /M X GjH by /ί | is just adjoining the equivariant cell bn

r back
again by a different choice of characteristic map.

For W we have that

5 [ ] = ^[ij] = ^ j art[ht] = rj art[ht] .
t=l 1=1

3. Let \<r<m and l<p<m, where r^pp. Let
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", 97", /"-1) - (Wl, Γ*

be such that

Since the map

fp\:QΓ^YH

a^

is null-homotopic it follows that the maps

/,|, β|: 87" -Γ*

are homotopic. Let

be the G-equivariant extension of ί> | . Then υ | is G-homotopic to fr \ : dl" X

U W>") U b"P. Now define

(where v\ is considered as a G-map into W — b"). By Lemma II.4.1 in [5]
we have W s W rel. (W—bn

r) and hence in particular rel. X. Observe that

)>H=W0H. Moreover the matrix of the boundary homomorphism

9: πa((W')«, Ύl U W>») - *„_,( Y"a U W>Λ", XH

a U W>")

is the one obtained from A by changing the r: th row by adding to it the p: th

row.

4. An expansion of the matrix A to ( j is realized geometrically by per-

forming an equivariant elementary expansion of type (ΛΓ), that is, by adjoining
Γ X G/H to W by a G-map

defined by σ+(y, gH)=gxΛ, for all (y, gH)^J^ X G/H.
Thus we see by 1-4 above that there exists a G-CW complex F such that

V s W rel. PF-(U^)
5 = 1

and (F, ΛΓ) is in simplified form and there are m-\-q, where #>0, equivariant

w-cells e"9 •••, ^«+ί and q equivariant (n— l)-cells e^+\, •••, en^q in V—(W—

(Uδs)), and characteristic G-maps z/5: I
nxGIH-+en

s, s=l, ••-, m+g, and As: /
w-1

S=l

X G/H-*eΓ\ such that
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Here

5: njyi, UΪV W>») - *„_,(££ U

where we have denoted U=Y\Jen

m~+\(J — Ud+V Observe that W>a=V>a.
The maps σ, and As, ί=l, •••, »«+<?, are maps

and

It follows from Lemma S.l.c and Corollary 8.5.b that the inclusion
i: X%-+X% U W>H is a homotopy equivalence. Thus
/*: *«-ι(^*U^>* X^itn-AUiUWl*, XH

ΛUW>H) is an isomorphism and
hence we in fact have

Thus the maps

u.\ , hs: (I"-\ 9/"-1) - (ί7*U W>* Xζ)

are homotopic. The homotopy between the maps U t \ , Ks: Qln"l-^X^ can,
by the homotopy extension theorem, be extended to a homotopy from ns \ :
J"~l-+X% to a map Ws: Jn~l->X%. Thus W9\dI*-l=Ht\QI*-\ and we can ex-
tend Ws to a map

by setting Ws\In~1=hs. We now have that ws is homotopic to U 9 \ : dΓ-*U%
\JW>H and i^J/*-1^, and we(Jn'l)c:X^. Furthermore since wβ(dln"l)=
hs(dln~l)={xa} we can by applying the skeletal approximation theorem to the
map W$: (Jn"\ QI*-l)-+(X%, XΛ) homotop Ws: J"-l-+X% rel. 9/""1 to a skeletal
map, i.e., we may as well assume that Ws in fact satisfies ws(Jn~1)d(X^)n~"1.

The corresponding G-map ws: 9/nxG/H"->G(f/^, U W>H) is G-homotopic
to us\QInxG/H. Now form the G-CW complex V by attaching equivariant

m + q

ra-cells I"χG/H to V— (U e") by the attaching G-maps ws, s=l, •••, m+q.
s=ι

It follows from Lemma II.4.1 in [5] that

V s V rel. V-(Ve»s).
S = l

Moreover it follows directly from the properties of the attaching G-maps wt

that V collapses equivariantly to
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Γ'-(D flr'U "U* βΓ'U "ύ* «5) = W—(U i -'U U *") .
5=1 5=« 5=1 5=1 S=l

We have shown that

Ws (W-(\J lζ-l\J U bn

s) rel. PF-(U δΓ'U U «) .
5=1 5=1 5=1 5=1

That is, all equivariant cells in W— X which have type (H) and belong to the
component W% have been * 'removed' '. Applying this procedure for every

G-isotropy type (K) that occurs as the type of some equivariant cell in W—X

and to one representative Xf for each equivalence class [Xj] i.e., one repre-

sentative Xξ from each PF^-component (WK)X$ of XK

9 we get

That is s(W, X)=O^WhG(X) and we have proved that Φ is injectίve.

The surjectivity of Φ is proved as follows. Let (H) be a G-isotropy type

such that JC^Φφ, and let X% be a component of XH. Let (WH)Λ be the group

of the component X* and let (WH)* be the extension of (WH)Λ by π,(X^)

that acts on J?^ . Let A = (ast) be any non-singular mxm matrix over Z [π0( WH*)] .

Let Xι*=(X*γ and define

h\:QI2χG/H->X

by (h I ) (*, gH)=gx0, for all (ar, ^H) e 9/2 X G/H. Let

be the G-CW complex obtained by adjoining m different equivariant 2-cells

I2 X G/H to GJf^ by the attaching G-map h \ , and let ht denote the correspond-
ing characteristic G-map for b2

t, ί=l, •••, m. We have

W ^ V"5" Y"^\ 2L ~ ( VH ¥Ή\ P* ( VH YH\H2(**> *•*)*- π2(Y Λy Λ.Λ)-*π2 (YΛ, ΛΛ)

where both the Hurewicz homomorphism φ and the induced homomorphism

p$ are isomorphisms of Z[πQ(WH)$] -modules. Since H2(Ϋ%, %%) is a free

Z[πQ(WH)$]-module on m generators, the same holds for π2( Y%9 X%). Moreover

a bases for the free Z[π0(WH)*]-mod\UG π2(Y%, Xξ) is given by [ht]^π2(Y^

X*) where ht: (/2, 9/2)->(Ff, -Yf).

Now let vs: (7
2, 9/2)-»(Y^, X*) be such that |>J=Σ ^[Λj. Since we in

ί = l

fact have [AJe^2(^> xo) and the map 7Γ2(F^, Xo)-*πd(Y%, X%) is a map of Z

[τro(WΉ)ί]-modules we can form the element Σ ^fJiλ^njΎ^^ XQ) and we then,
/ = !

in fact, let vs: (/2, 9/2)-»(Γ£, χQ) be such that |>J=Σ ^st[ht]^πg(Y^ x0).
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Now let /J : 9/3->Yf be the extension of v3 defined by (/s|) (J2)= {xQ}y

and let fs\ : d!3xGIH->GY% be the corresponding G-map. Let GWH

Λ=GYH

Λ

\Jbl\J ••• \Jbm be obtained by adjoining equivariant 3-cells I3xG/H to GY% by
/s|, ί=l, ••-, my and let /s denote the corresponding characteristic G-maps.
Now the boundary homomorphism

is given by 6[/J=Σ asi[ht]y i.e., 8 has matrix A in these bases. Thus 9 is an

isomorphism and it follows easily that πn(W%, X%)=0 for all n. Hence the
inclusion i: X%-*W% induces isomorphisms between homotopy groups in all

degrees. Thus, by Lemma 11.1 below the inclusion i: GX#-*GW% is a G-

homotopy equivalence. Thus X is a strong G-deformation retract of GW% U X

and hence s(GW?\jX, X)^WhG(X). We now have Φ(s(OW? \JX9 X))=
τ(C(GWH

Λ U X, X)ζ)=τ(A) <Ξ Wh(π0(WH)*). Since Φ is a homomorphism this
shows that Φ is surjective. Π

Lemma 11.1. Let (Y, B) be a G-CW pair such that each point in Y-B
has G-isotropy type equal to (H). Assume that the map i f f : BH-*YH induces iso-
morphisms in homotopy in all degrees. Then ί: JB-» Y* is a G-homotopy equivalence.

Proof. The map i f f : BH->YH is map between WH-CW complexes and
the WΉ"-action is free on YH—BH. If QdWH is a closed subgroup of W we
have (YH)Q=(BH)Q unless Q={e}ciWH, and the inclusion i: (£*)«-*( Y»)M
induces isomorphisms in homotopy. Thus, by the equivariant Whitehead
theorem, (see [7] Theorem 5.3, or [4] Proposition 2.5), i: BH-*YH is a (WH)-
homotopy equivalence. Hence BH is a strong PtΉ-equivariant deformation
retract of YH . Let r: YH-*BH be a ίFϊί-retraction. Now define

r: Y->B

as follows. We set r\ Y=idB. Let y^. Y—B, then y=gx where x^ YH—BH

and we define r(y}=gr(x). If y=gx=gι xly where x, x^ YH—BH we have (^i)"1

g^NH and hence r(x1)=r(gϊ1 g x)=:gT1 gr(x) and therefore gi^x^— gr(x).
Which shows that r is a well-defined G-retraction. It is also immediately seen
that / o r is G-homotopic to ίdγ. Π

12. Combinatorial invariance of equivariant Whitehead torsion

DEFINITION 12.1. Let X be a G-CW complex. We say that a G-CW
complex X* is an equivariant subdivision of X if X and X* as G-spaces are ident-
ical and the following two conditions hold:

1. For each open equivariant w-cell bn of X* there exists an open equivariant
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n-cell cn of X such that bnc.cn.
2. Let cn be an equivariant n-cell of X and let όϊ, •••, έ* be all the equivariant

ft-cells of X* such that &?cέw, \<i<k. Then there is an equivariant char-
acteristic map

and equivariant characteristic maps

such that /,<£>" X {*#})c/(Z)nχ {eH}).

Theorem 12.2. Let X* be an equivariant subdivision of the finite G-CW
complex X. Then the identity map h : X*-*X is a simple G-homotopy equivalence.

Proof. The identity map /: X->X * is a skeletal G-map and / is the in-
' verse of h. By Corollary Π.3.9 in [5] we have τ(A)= -/*τ(/) e WhG(X*}. We

shall show that τ(f)=Q^WhG(X), then τ(h)= 0 and hence h is a simple G-
homotopy equivalence by Theorem II. 3.6'. in [5].

Let cl9 •• ,cm be all the equivariant cells of X ordered such that dim£t <
dimc f +1. We denote Xj=c1\J ••• \Jcj9 where l<j<m. Consider the map
/| : Xj-+f(Xj), and let Mj be the mapping cylinder of this map. Then X is a
strong G-deformation retract of Mj\jX> for 7=!, •••, /w, and hence we also
have that M^ U X is a strong G-deformation retract of Mj U X. By Lemma
II.2.2 in [5] we therefore have

(1) s(Mj U X, X)=r* s(Mj U X, M^ U X)+s(MJ.1 ( j X , X ) t Ξ WhG(X) ,

where r: Mj^\jX-^X is a skeletal G-retraction. We shall prove that
s ( M j \ j X , Mj.1\jX)=O^WhG(Mj_1\jX), 0<j<m, and then we have by (1)
and induction that τ(f)=s(Mm, X) = s(Mly X)=s(Xy X)=0.

We shall now prove that s(Mj\jXJ Λf /_1U-X)=0. By Theorem 11.1 we
may as well show that

(2) Φ(s(Mj U X, Mj., U X)) = 0 .

Assume that the equivariant cell Cj is of type (H) and that it belongs to the
component X%. That is there is a characteristic G-map k: DnχG/H->Cj such

In order to prove that (2) is valid we must prove that for any G-isotropy
type (K)y such that Xκή=φ, and any component Xf of Xκ, representing the
PF-K-component (WK)Xj, we have

τ(C(Mj\jX, Mj
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Exactly as in the proof of Proposition 10.1 we see that it is enough to consider

the case K=H and Xξ=Xζ. Now observe that

Let us denote k(Dn X {eH} )=(cj\ and k(ίf X {eH} )=(Cj)e. Then we have

(cj)e X (0, 1] c ((Mj U X)-(Mj.1 U X))* .

The equivariant cells of (Mj\jX, Mj^\jX) consist of the equivariant cell
Cj X [0, 1] and all the equivariant cells b{ (of various dimensions) of X * whose
interiors are contained in Cj. Each of these equivariant cells has a character-

istic G-map with open ^-section lying in (έy)βx(0, 1].

Let Mj\JX and Mj-^X be the universal coverings of Λ f / U - A Γ and My_i

U-3Γ respectively. Since the subset C=(Cj)ex(Q, 1] of MyLI-X" is simply con-

nected there is a lifting C of it in M; \JX. The different liftings of C are pair-
wise disjoint from each other. It follows that all the (WH)* -equivariant

cells of ( M j \ j X , Mj^\jX) have (WH)ί -equivariant characteristic maps with
open ^-sections lying in C, see section 6. Hence in the chain complex

(3) ->

the boundary homomorphisms are of the form

with η8t<=ZdZ[π0(WH)*]. (Here [̂ ?], -, [d0] and [βf-1], - . - , [etf] are the

preferred bases of Cq(M^ΓX, M~Ϊ\JX) and C^(M^X, M~Ϊ\JX), respec-
tively, coming from the (WII)* -equivariant characteristic maps described
above.) Thus the torsion of the chain complex (3) comes from Wh(Z)=0.
Thus

τ(C(Mj\jX, Mj

We have proved that (2) is valid and, as we already observed above, this com-

pletes the proof. Π
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